1. CALL TO ORDER/PLEDGE OF ALLEGIENCE

2. AGENDA ADDITIONS / DELETIONS

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM regular meeting on August 17, 2017 - Tab A

4. UNFINISHED / OLD BUSINESS:
   A. EDA Comprehensive Plan Chapter Review – Tab B

5. NEW BUSINESS:
   A. Real Time Talent Exchange – Tab C
   B. Amazon Headquarters Location (HQ2) – Tab D
   C. GPS 45:93 Annual Meeting – Tab E

6. MISCELLANEOUS:
   A. EDA Balance Sheet
   B. Verbal Report
      1) MN Investment Fund and Job Creation Fund – Tab F
      2) Upcoming Events – Tab G
      3) Central MN Partnership and MN Housing Finance Agency – Tab H
   C. City Council and Planning Commission Minutes for August, 2017 - Tab I

7. ADJOURN
MEETING PROTOCOL

1. The chair of any board or commission has the same rights as the other board or commission members in that he/she can both make and second motions.

2. The chair of any board or commission also has the right to vote on all motions that come before the body. Historically, if there’s a roll call vote (as opposed to the standard voice vote) the chair sometimes opts to vote last.

3. Generally, a board or commission member should vote on all issues before the group unless they have a disqualifying personal interest in the issue. In cases where the member has a conflict of interest, the member should:

   A. Advise the board of their intent to abstain and state the conflict before the vote is taken.

   B. If the member has a true disqualifying personal interest they should take the liberty of seating him/herself in the audience for the duration of the discussion (from where the member can comment on the proposal) until the vote is recorded.

4. On a voice vote, if a member does not vote ‘aye’ or ‘nay’, the member is considered to have voted with the prevailing side. In other words, on a 5 person board, if only 2 members vote ‘aye’ and the others don’t say ‘aye’ or ‘nay’, then the vote should be recorded as passing unanimously.

5. If the chair, or one of the members, is not sure of the outcome after a voice vote is taken the chair or member can request a roll call vote whereby the chair asks each member to indicate their preference and the final tally is taken from the results of that polling.

6. It is incumbent on all board and commission members to exhibit professionalism and maintain the respectful decorum required of an assemblage representing the public. Members (as well as the public) should raise their hand and be recognized by the chair before commenting on the issue before the body. Members should also refrain from engaging in member to member debate. The public discussion of issues should not deteriorate into an argument between members. Comments of members and of the public should be directed to the Chair, not to individual board or commission members or other members of the public. The members should also treat their fellow board/commission members and staff with respect.